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best as an assistant to the homeroom teacher. She can help
to do other things, i.e., to analyze the personal data records
of the children and interview them to discover, if possible,
their most immediate needs; to make some home visits; to
work with the coordinator of an all-city family life education
program if one is in operation; and to serve as an advisor on
instructional materials. She can help adult groups also, di-
recting some of their activities, participating in others, and
serving as research person in assembling materials or sources
of materials for their projects.
Supervisors have their part to play. The home economics
supervisor, to mention one of the group of supervisors, should
be on call to advise on general aspects of the program and to
assist in interpreting it to the public. She should work
through the homemaking teacher in each school, and in the
classrooms when invited to do so. One homemaking teacher
might be allocated to two small schools or to one larger one.
On this plan, the principal, the supervisors, other special
teachers, and the classroom teachers can work cooperatively
on projects. These serve as in-service education for all, as well
as being one kind of democratic teaching-learning.
BEGINNING THE SCHOOL-COMMUNITY PROGRAM
Each local district about to begin a school-community pro-
gram for the improvement of personal and home living would
safeguard its ultimate success by making an initial analysis of
its most persistent problems as a community.
Persistent problems point the -way. A point of departure
might be to undertake to do something about the easy ones
first, i.e., ones which show possibility of successful accomplish-
ment. For example, community gardens and cooperative
local harvesting, so successful during the war, might be con-
tinued to serve the common good (and incidentally promote
neighborhood friendliness). Sharing the family car with
neighbors when going to market would serve to make families
acquainted, and lay foundations for neighborhood programs

